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I have the same problem as the other post--The download this video option appears all the time, but
never allows me to download the video. Is there anyway I can revert back to the old version of

RealPlayer? I just got to this site using Firefox 4.01, and updated the real player and changed my
extension to download to mplayer - it still plays the audio even though it is not getting downloaded to my

computer. Please help me I have been searching the net for hours I have tried to enable real player in
chrome and it will not run. I want to go back to IE but IE is not an option because it does not have web

storage. I have uninstalled and removed real player. How can i download videos and chrome web player
does not work. Hi, I have another problem: cannot open real player extension. I have searched your
website for guidance for the past 3 days. I cant figure out how to enable real player at first. I set real

player option to "enable" in chrome. I did an uninstall-reinstall of chrome - no change. I set real player
extension option to "enable" in chrome. I did an uninstall-reinstall of chrome - no change. I go to

about:plugins and look for real player in downloads section. No files are there. When I am in real player
extension area - "enable" is not an option. Also, I cant right-click and go to copy file URL. I suspect you

may like to hear about my problem. I have been struggling with this problem for over 4 days. I would like
to get some help from you as what I have done had not helped. I just downloaded and installed the

ActiveX and the Client component from REALiSOFT. After uninstalling all of Real Player from my
computer, I registered the new installed and clicked the activate button. There is no box to enter a

product ID for the Real Player Client. It only has the option to click activate. The application downloaded
but doesn't work.
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I HAVE EXACTLY THE SAME PROBLEM I HAVE INSTALLED REAL PLAYER 36 AND IT IS SHUTTING DOWN
WHEN I ATTEMPT TO DOWNLOAD VIDEO. I HAVE TURNED OFF ALL MODES OF DOWNLOADING ITS
DOING IT EVERY TIME I HAVE THE VIDEO TO DOWNLOAD I TRY AND I GET A "X" AND THE CIRCLE

LOOKS GREEN. PLEASE HELP I HAVE ONLY ONE HAND SO IT IS DIFFICULT TO USE THE BROWSERS AT
THE SAME TIME!!! When does M4V go away? Ive been using real player for over a decade and it has
always worked flawlessly. I just downloaded the latest version and it is not working. Ive deleted my
browser cache and installed realplayer v. 16 in case the problem was with the realplayer website,

but it still doesn't work. What's going on with M4V? To start with thank you for taking the time to tell
us about the pepper flash Update. by Chrome its good to know the problem has an outside cause if

not a solution at the moment. I downloaded the latest version of Real Player yesterday [basic version
as my computer doesnt have a lot of RAM and the area I live in doesnt have a high speed

information telephone exchange] but. Real Player still doesnt automatically offer me the YouTube
video download as it did up to a week or so ago. The only symbol on Chrome in the right hand corner

is a spanner. Clicking on this and then Extensions gives a Real Player HTML5Video downloader
Extension with a enable or disable option however clicking either still does not result in a do you
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want to download this video window. I like using Chrome and would hate to be forced to use either
high RAM requring Internet Explorer or the continually updating Firefox. Can I use the Chrome

Pepper flash to download videos 5ec8ef588b
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